Artist Bio
“chops are strong…command of the genre is certifiable, and who generate excitement at every turn.”
Jeff Tamarkin, Billboard

Move Ya Ass Music. Porsche Carmon and C-Dub, the dance pop artist duo known as St
Oshun, sound like Dua Lipa meets The Weeknd with catchy dance hooks and retro vibes. In
2020, C-Dub & Porsche sold their home and moved to Hollywood in the middle of Covid to
pursue their dream of becoming the best pop artists in the world. Within a year of moving, St
Oshun has released two singles with music videos, with their latest, Spotlight, being filmed at
Michael Jackson’s mansion, had a song placement on AppleTV and hit 56 on Spotify’s Hot 100.
Porsche Carmon, vocalist, bassist, flutist and hand percussionist, was raised by a single
working mother and found herself and her three sisters bonding through hours of singing along
to the radio. Though she began to perform professionally as a vocalist in high school, she lived
in constant fear of writing her own music, believing she wasn’t good enough. She overcame her
fear and began co-producing in St Oshun, bringing R&B flavors and pop melodies to the duo.
C-Dub grew up in the middle of nowhere Wisconsin. Surrounded by dairy farms, apple
orchards and little to do, he started in band in fifth grade. Though he tried various instruments,
his music teacher declared he had the perfect mouth for saxophone. As an adult, he is also a
vocalist and keyboardist in the duo, and is relentless in his passion for music. After being told
repeatedly he couldn’t sing, by even close friends, he persevered through years of lessons and
hours of practice to develop his voice.
St Oshun’s being a duo hasn’t limited their ability to open for national acts including Lil Uzi
Vert, Chaka Khan and Earth Wind & Fire. They have been featured on Billboard, The Hype
Machine Magazine, Fox News, made top ten singes on Broadjam, and have been nominated six
years in a row for best soul/R&B act by WAMI, winning in 2013. They have worked with top level
producers including CP (John Legend) and Rob Kleiner (Sia).

